
DISCOVER ART

ON YOUR
DOORSTEP

STUDIOS OPEN

10.30AM
TO 4.30PM

CENTRAL FIFE OPEN STUDIOS 2022
Sat & Sun, 3 & 4 September

Sat & Sun, 10 & 11 September



Why not keep hold of this brochure
for future reference?
Many of the artists who take part
in Central Fife Open Studios also
welcome visits to their studios at
other times of the year.

FOR ACCESS

INFORMATION:

PLEASE CHECK OUR

WEBSITE AS THIS

VARIES FOR EACH

STUDIO LISTED

Central Fife Open Studios is an art trail which takes 
place on the first two weekends in September 2022. 
The event has been set up to give professional 
artists, makers & designers in Central Fife the 
opportunity to show their work to the public and 
celebrate the wealth of talent in this area.

This is a free event. Simply choose the studios you 
would like to visit to meet the artists and see where 
they work.

The region of Central Fife stretches from Inverkeithing 
and North Queensferry in the west, up to Glenrothes 
and Lower Largo in the east.

Studios will be open from 10.30am to 4.30pm – both 
Saturdays and Sundays. Before you visit an artist, 
please check to see if the circle is filled for that 
weekend, indicating they are open.

There will also be the opportunity to buy or com-
mission a piece of original art from a range of 
disciplines including: textiles, jewellery, painting, 
furniture, glass, printmaking and photography.
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Scan this QR code to go straight
to the CFOS website, where you
can find more information on the
artists and participating venues,
and more detailed maps.



See our alphabetical index to determine artist location and
respective page number. Use the location colour key opposite to
help plan your trail.  Before you visit an artist, please check to see

if the circle is filled for that weekend, indicating they are open.
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32 Emsdorf Street, Lundin Links, KY8 6HL
www.centralfifeopenstudios.org/simon-ward.html

7

01  Simon Ward                      Lundin Links

Simon Ward is an award winning ceramic artist whose work
is held in collections around the world. Primarily working in 
porcelain, he creates large and small scale pieces using 
traditional blue and white print techniques. 

Wall mounted compositions of birds suggest migration. 

Humour and the recycling of other materials often play a
role in unusual compositions. His work has been exhibited in 
Korea, Japan and China where he has also been invited as 
resident artist.
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10 Colquhoun Avenue, Pitcairn, Glenrothes, KY7 6FH
www.patbeveridgeart.co.uk

02  Pat Beveridge                     Glenrothes

Pat Beveridge is a graduate of Edinburgh College of Art. 

She paints with oils, acrylics & stitched textiles. When possible, 
Pat likes to work ‘en plein air’, but also values time working in 
her studio without distractions. Recently Pat has been taking 
inspiration from her local woodlands and walks. Alongside 
these, you will find scenes from Islay, which she visits 
constantly, and work based on Falkland Palace, where she 
was Palace Artist over the last few years.

9



3 Balgonie Place, Markinch, KY7 6AB
www.juliecampbelldraws.com

10

A self-taught artist, Julie’s joint passion for the outdoors and 
drawing sees her sketching Fife’s wonderful natural 
landscapes on walks and adventures with her family.

Julie has perfected her unique style of interpreting the nature 
around her – starting with detailed pencil sketches, then 
working digitally, rendering her finished works with bold lines, 
and a carefully chosen select palette of colours.

Julie turns these illustrations featuring her favourite natural 
spaces and faces into prints, accessories, decorations and 
homewares. 

Julie also writes and illustrates her own original comics 
featuring stories about the emotional and spiritual journeys 
that we take throughout our lives.

03  Julie Campbell                      Markinch



Katie loves to draw her constantly changing natural 
surroundings. Her artwork, homeware and accessories all 
echo the layers of pattern, colour and tiny details  she likes to 
get lost in, and help to bring her natural surroundings indoors.

It all starts with a drawing – Katie enjoys capturing what she's 
spotted on her daily dog walks with her pencils and water-
colours, using various techniques to recreate the chaos of 
the nature she's inspired by. The drawings work hard,
becoming prints and cards, beautiful patterns on fabrics, 
finally being lovingly handmade by Katie into cushions, bags, 
lampshades and more.

4 Balgonie Place, Markinch, KY7 6AB
www.katiebirdie.com

11

04  Katie Gammie                        Markinch



15 Kate Melons Avenue, Markinch, KY7 6QS
www.etsy.com/uk/shop/BluebelleBombshell

12

05  Bluebelle Bombshell             Markinch

Jenna Martin Leitch is a nature artist from Markinch, Fife. 

She is inspired by the natural world around her. The treasures 
she finds, whilst on woodland walks, and in her everyday life.  

She works in graphite, watercolour, written word and print, 
creating works to bring JOY! Birds, nature, flora and fauna, 
sunshine, words and imagery to inspire and to 'make HAPPY' 
in people's lives... hers included. Her aim is to 'help you find 
your happy, as she goes about her own life finding hers!' 
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“I try to work in a state of open, receptive mindlessness: to be 
alert to every hint, every direction that reveals itself in the 
course of the work. That is to say it does its own growing. It is 
fed by all that one is, by one's instincts and knowledge, one's 
needs and dreams and loves"  – Noel Forster

First and foremost Patricia is influenced by her immediate 
environment. She works instinctively making connections with 
what is happening in her life through the exploration of a 
diversity of materials and techniques while remaining open to 
possibilities. Relationships and the emotional ties that both bind 
and support us in life and the individual need to make a mark, 
to say 'I was here' interest her. Her family, living by the sea and 
her former work as an illustrator continues to inform her work.

11 Main Street, East Wemyss, KY1 4RU
www.patbray.com

14

06  Patricia Bray                    East Wemyss



Isha Harris began her professional artistic journey while living in 
the South Atlantic on St Helena Island and collaborating in a 
group exhibition at St Helena Museum in 2016. Since then Isha 
has decided to embrace her lifelong passion of story-telling 
through visual art. 

Her Peruvian roots and multicultural experiences, enrich Isha’s 
artwork with vibrancy, energy, and colour. She enjoys experi-
menting and learning new and interesting techniques, which 
further deepens her enjoyment of creating art, most recently 
this has been lino printing. Isha also works with acrylic, oil and 
mixed media on canvas.

9 The Haugh, East Wemyss, KY1 4SB
www.ishaharris.art

15

07  Isha Harris                        East Wemyss
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Gail Cadogan is a Visual Artist and Jeweller. She works in an 
intuitive and colourful way exploring mark making and 
layering to create detail and depth to her abstract work. 
Elements such as encaustic wax, handmade paper, transfer 
printing are used to create scale and focus. Similar 
techniques are also used in her kiln fired enamel bowls and 
jewellery pieces. 

Gail lives in Kinghorn but has her studio and shop, My Cherry 
Pie in Kirkcaldy, Merchants Quarter.

301 High Street, Merchants Quarter, Kirkcaldy, KY1 1JL
www.mycherrypie.co.uk

08  My Cherry Pie                        Kirkcaldy
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Martine Greig is a ceramic artist and illustrator. She has a 
small ceramics studio in her garden where she creates 
unique hand built creatures from clay.

Much of her work is fired outside in a Raku kiln. She enjoys the 
chance effects caused by putting the hot glazed pieces in 
combustible materials. This makes each and every mouse, 
elephant or gnome as unique as the next in its finish. The 
reached effects include different crackles and beautiful 
metallic finishes.

 In addition to ceramics Martine also illustrates animals with 
watercolour and ink. These are available as handy pocket 
notebooks and greeting cards. 

86 Mellerstain Road, Kirkcaldy, KY2 6UD
www.martinegreig.com

18

09  Martine Greig                       Kirkcaldy



Lindsay works from her garden studio in Kirkcaldy. A graduate 
from Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art, she has been 
working as a jeweller for over 10 years. Lindsay is interested in 
history and superstitions from around Scotland, especially 
East Fife fishing villages. This greatly inspires her work giving it 
a narrative quality. 

She works mainly in sliver but adds touches of found objects 
such as glass, pottery and driftwood to her work. She is 
currently working on a new range made mainly from 
driftwood and silver and hopes to explore using other 
materials in the future.

15 Camperdown Place, Kirkcaldy, KY2 6XW
www.instagram.com/lindsaykilpatrickjewellery

19

10  Lindsay Kilpatrick Jewellery         Kirkcaldy



2 Balsusney Road, Kirkcaldy, KY2 5LG
www.faymcglashan.com

Fay is a traditional trained Goldsmith based in Fife. 

Fay combines both traditional and contemporary techniques 
to produce high quality jewellery with individual design and 
style. Fay develops her designs from personal observation.

Her designs are often influenced by the shards of pottery she 
finds on Fife beaches. Much of her work is etched silver and 
may also combine precious metal, found object, precious 
stones and semi-precious stones. Fay enjoys collaborating 
with clients to create exquisite bespoke jewellery with a
timeless quality. Her work illustrates craftmanship, beauty
and style.

11  Fay McGlashan                    Kirkcaldy
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104 Nether Street, Kirkcaldy, KY1 2QD
tinascopa.wixsite.com/website

21

Working with wild, spontaneously generating plants and the 
soil in which they grow, Tina has coined the term ‘Edaphic 
Plant Art’. Focusing on this life force that exists independently 
of our own efforts to tend and cultivate, she seeks a deeper, 
universal understanding of our natural world. Following an 
intuitive, immersive approach, she has developed a number 
of experimental printing techniques where the plants ‘draw’ 
themselves’. These plant prints often stand as a metaphor for 
our own human development and attitudes.

 
Experimental ceramics, small sculptures, audio/visual works, 
and laser etching are also explored within Tina's practice.

12  Tina Scopa                             Kirkcaldy



Kathleen Taylor, a Fife artist from Kirkcaldy, always wanted to 
paint and now fulfils her passion almost every day after retire- 
ment. Kathleen started with night classes and has developed 
herself through connections with established artists and art 
courses and has been selling her work for over 4 years.

Kathleen experiments with watercolours, acrylic, inks and 
mixed media, loving a variety of landscapes, flowers and 
abstracts. Her landscapes draw inspiration from Fife and 
Orkney, her abstract work is unusual and varied.

Kathleen’s garden studio is her base and she welcomes 
visitors to view her originals, prints, cards and gifts.

18 Gosford Road, Kirkcaldy, KY2 6TZ
original-art-under100.com/artist/kathleentaylor

13  Kathleen Taylor                      Kirkcaldy
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3 Douglas Street, Kirkcaldy, KY1 1QG
www.hazelterry.com

I am wild, love the wild, paint the wild. My paintings are of 
the nature I encounter in Scotland and in Norfolk. 

Having taught since I was 16, I use a very diverse range of 
media and styles including Painting, Photography, Textiles 
and Illustration. 

Please come and visit, it will be a very varied studio with very 
large works, tiny works and other small treasures. 

14  Hazel Terry                             Kirkcaldy
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Irene is a plein-air artist who always enjoys painting landscape 
on-site and captures it in all seasons in her many drawings. 
Painting mostly in watercolour, she enjoys floral still life always 
worked from a live setup. 

Apart from original work, she will show her very popular 
calendar and also will have prints and cards available.

Merchants House Cafe,
343 High Street, Kirkcaldy, KY1 1JL
www.centralfifeopenstudios.org/

irene-hutchison-thomson.html
24

15  Irene Hutchison Thomson         Kirkcaldy
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Since moving to Kinghorn 8 years ago, Stuart’s practice has 
evolved, he still feels a strong connection with the village, 
the sea and local landscapes.

His varied and diverse work from watercolour, oils and print- 
making, reflects his passion for expressing what he sees and 
feels… ”I Paint What I Want to See.”

Art by the Loch, Kinghorn Loch, Kinghorn, KY3 9YG
www.instagram.com/stuartgilmourartist

 

16  Stuart Gilmour                        Kinghorn
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When Douglas Gray returned to his home town of Kinghorn in 
1990 he started making sketches up and down the Fife coast. 

He became an active member of the local sailing club, 
served six years as a volunteer Coast Guard officer and 
during the last few years has been a member of Kinghorn 
Coastal Rowing Club. All these maritime activities gave him 
an intimate knowledge of the Fife coastline. Initially he used 
these sketches to make a series of woodcuts but during the 
Covid lockdown they became the basis for an oil painting 
project called  HAVEN, paintings from the Fife coast.

Ground Floor, Kinghorn Station Gallery,
Station Brae, Kinghorn, KY3 9RA

kinghorngallery.co.uk

17  Douglas Gray                        Kinghorn
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Lynette Gray is a painter who studied at Edinburgh College of 
Art. She is best known for her botanical work and landscape 
scenes.  Lynette’s main studio is in the Kinghorn Station building, 
adopted and restored by her to become a successful gallery 
and work space. Her latest venture was converting the signal 
box at Aberdour into a ceramic studio where she creates 
models based on studies of native birds. During the Central 
Fife Open Studios, Lynette will be based at Kinghorn, demon-
strating her glazing techniques and explaining the casting 
process used to create her unique ceramic pieces.

Studio 2, First Floor, Kinghorn Station Gallery,
Station Brae, Kinghorn, KY3 9RA

kinghorngallery.co.uk
28

18  Lynette Gray                          Kinghorn



Carole Robinson trained in Fine Art specialising in Printmaking, 
it is in these mediums her process is more immediate, intuitive 
and biographical.

Carole’s mixed media work is full of colour. She works in 
response to anthropological, environmental and animalistic 
themes, creating works that have an immediate sensory 
impact in its aesthetic form, but which offer hidden, internal 
landscapes. In her decorative glass work, Carole’s colour is 
opulent and contagious often reinventing the symbolism and 
narrative of medieval stained glass. From her Studio she 
delivers workshops and now, as a freelance tutor, delivers 
inspiring and design based community sessions.

7 Glamis Road, Kinghorn, KY3 9UR
carolerobinson.com

19  Carole Robinson                    Kinghorn
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Sarah Wakeford is from the north coast of Scotland and is still 
inspired by wild weather, mountains and rugged coastlines.  
She splits her time between painting and art for wellbeing 
projects in community, healthcare and education.

This summer Sarah returned to the Highlands and spent two 
months exploring and painting in her mobile art studio, Arty 
the camper van.  She will showcase these adventure 
paintings during the open studio weekends.

Art by the Loch, The Hermitage,
Kinghorn Loch, KY3 9YG

sarahwakefordart.square.site

20  Sarah Wakeford                     Kinghorn
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“Once upon a time there was a little girl who loved animals, 
cakes, fairytales and making things. She grew up to be a big 
girl who loves animals, cakes, fairytales and making things! 
That result is Gingerbread Designs; a collection of decorations 
and small gifts inspired by childhood doodles and dreams.”

Nicola works with a range of materials including Harris tweed, 
felt, fabric and ceramics in her studio in Burntisland overlook-
ing the Firth of Forth; she makes everything by hand ensuring 
that each item is unique.

Unit 12a, The Platform Building, Old Station House,
Forth Place, Burntisland, KY3 9DR

www.centralfifeopenstudios.org/nicola-barker-harrison.html

21  Gingerbread Designs         Burntisland
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GLISK Studio and Gallery,
113 -115 High Street, Burntisland, KY3 9AA

www.concretecube.co.uk/view-artist-marion-barron

Marion’s art practice has in recent years been focussed on 
abstract painting, inspired by brutalist architecture and the 
urban environment. Over the last two years, she has worked 
with different media, including reclaimed wood and cast 
cement, as well as collage. She has also enjoyed making 
small books, sometimes with a figurative element. 

Marion graduated from Edinburgh College of Art with an 
Honours Degree in Painting in 2015. She is a professional 
member of Visual Arts Scotland. Her work has been shown in 
the annual exhibitions of the Royal Scottish Academy, Royal 
Scottish Society of Painters in Watercolour, Society of Scottish 
Artists and Visual Arts Scotland, as well as other group 
exhibitions around Scotland.

22  Marion Barron                     Burntisland
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31 Harbour Place, Burntisland, KY3 9DP
www.malcolmbarton.com

23  Malcolm Barton                   Burntisland

Barton does not remember a time when he did not paint or 
draw.  He originally planned to follow a career in art but 
events propelled him onto a different course that found him 
working in industry.

Apart from a year studying fine art at Wolverhampton 
University he is largely self- taught.  He paints in both oils and 
pastels but has more recently returned to printmaking and 
watercolour.  He follows a figurative tradition in his work.  He 
is a lifelong hill walker and climber so it is not surprising that 
the landscape, particularly of mountains and moorlands 
forms a major subject for his work.

34



Leo is all about nature, wildlife and landscape. He sketches, 
paints and explores outdoors using watercolour, ink, pastel, 
pen and more. Back in the studio he also paints in acrylic and 
oil. He especially loves birds, islands, whales. And travelling by 
rail! Look out for Leo’s appearances sketching and exploring 
on Channel 4's Britain's Scenic Railways and Scotland's Scenic 
Railways.

Visit Leo's Railway Heritage Trust funded Burntisland Station 
Studio on the platform at Burntisland railway station. Have a 
chat and a nosey at sketches, paintings, wood engravings, 
cards, books and some Discovered Worlds.

Burntisland Station Studio, Platform 1, Burntisland
Railway Station, Forth Place, Burntisland, KY3 9DR

www.leodufeu.co.uk

24  Leo du Feu                         Burntisland
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Jane is a mixed media visual artist, based at her studio and 
gallery in Burntisland. This past year she has spent a lot of time 
experimenting with handmade inks, made from botanical 
ingredients, and applying them to a variety of surfaces, 
including handmade papers. 

She mostly works with native and self generated plants, and 
includes pieces of pressed and dried plants and flowers. 

More recently she has been using the same techniques to 
develop a more abstract visual language. She is interested in 
plant lore and our interactions with plants, and human 
relationships with nature and land.

Glisk, 113 - 115 High Street, Burntisland, KY3 9AA
glisk.cloud/jane-francis-artist

25  Jane Francis                        Burntisland
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Sally is a jeweller and goldsmith based in Burntisland, Fife.

She creates handmade jewellery collections and bespoke 
wedding, engagement and eternity rings to commission.  

Her work explores and re-interprets the imagery, textures and 
patterns found in natural landscapes - using ethically sourced 
materials, gemstones and diamonds.

The Platform Studios, Unit 10, The Platform,
Forth Place, Burntisland, KY3 9DR

www.sallygrant.co.uk

26  Sally Grant                           Burntisland
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Margot Hailey is a graduate from Edinburgh College of Art. 

She draws, paints and makes prints using organic forms and 
these are often made into artists books. During the covid 
pandemic her work became much smaller and was a direct 
response to emotions experienced by many of us. Her post 
covid work remains smaller and is experimental using new 
versions of old friends (such as charcoal) and she looks 
forward to discussing her process with CFOS visitors.

7 Craigkennochie Terrace, Burntisland, KY3 9EN
www.instagram.com/margothailey

27  Margot Hailey                     Burntisland
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Sophie has been a professional artist since graduating from 
Edinburgh College of Art and University in the 1990s; her work 
essentially explores what it is to be human.

She is fascinated by science, religion and philosophy - 
themes which weave in and out of her practice. Sophie has 
also produced a working tarot deck and a runic deck.

Unit 11, Platfrom Studios, Burntisland, KY3 9DR
www.sophiemckayknight.com

28  Sophie McKay Knight                Burntisland
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Textiles are part of the fabric of our lives. Susie has collected 
textiles from around the world on her travels and, since being 
a child, has knitted and designed knitted garments and rag 
rugs. When she was given a traditional floor loom a few years 
ago she started upon a weaving journey.

Susie weaves her homewares and wearables on a traditional 
Swedish floor loom, in the studio in Burntisland. Her inspiration 
comes from Scandinavian textile design and colour palette, 
and she enjoys giving these traditional weaving patterns a 
more contemporary aesthetic. Susie enjoys working with 
luxurious yarns such as fine merino wool, cotton and linen, to 
create her table runners, cushions, blankets and throws, and 
also scarves and wraps.

Studio 9, Platform Studios, Forth Place, Burntisland, KY3 9DJ 
www.instagram.com/susieredman

40

29  Susie Redman: Handwoven         Burntisland



Brought up on a farm in Aberdeenshire, great art education 
at Peterhead Academy, went on to Edinburgh School of Art 
and University to study Fine Art. 

Always been a very outdoor person, and goes annually to 
Holy Isle Arran as a garden volunteer, a lot of her work is 
inspired by the wildlife on the island. Similarly is part of an 
artist group who annually spend a week on the Isle of May, 
using the bird life and seascapes as inspiration. Susan is an oil 
painter, her walls are full of colourful, nature based paintings. 
She is an active member of Fife Dunfermline Print Workshop, 
specialising in Linocuts, and runs a tapestry weaving group 
Greenpark Weavers, in Burntisland.

72 Ferguson Place, Burntisland, KY3 9ER
www.susansmithartist.co.uk

30  Susan Smith                         Burntisland
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 Michele is a contemporary jeweller who combines silver and 
her own batik fabric. Inspired by the urban environment 
Michele has always been fascinated with textures and marks 
found on walls, pavements, and surfaces. Having initially 
studied stitched textiles; Michele then went on to study 
silversmithing and jewellery.

The irregular shapes of her jewellery have evolved from urban 
stonework. The gap within each setting is a direct interpreta-
tion of the space between the stones. The tabs for holding 
the fabric in the setting are intentionally visible: emulating the 
claws on a precious stone setting and serves to elevate the 
fabric to a precious status.

‘The Shed’, 8 Forth Reach, Dalgety Bay, KY11 9FF
micheledaykinjewellery.co.uk

31  Michele Daykin Jewellery          Dalgety Bay
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Caroline is a professional artist who has exhibited internation-
ally. Her passion for sharing nature with us motivates her work. 
Sometimes she paints incredibly realistic close-up studies, 
and at other times she creates semi-abstract works that 
harness the elements. The following quote describes the 
feelings her work can evoke.

"The things we walk past, Caroline draws attention to so 
beautifully. Looking through her work, I feel a warmth in my 
chest and a fresh wave of appreciation for the natural 
world."

Original paintings, screenprints and mixed-media works 
available, as well as Fine Arts Prints. 

17 The Spinneys, Dalgety Bay, KY11 9SL
 www.carolinemcgonigalartist.co.uk

32  Caroline McGonigal          Dalgety Bay
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35  Karen Trotter   KY11 1JD
33  Mary Farrell Design   KY11 1JD
34  Cushie Doo Textiles   KY11 1JD



North Queensferry Community Centre,
132 Brock Street, North Queensferry, KY11 1JD

 www.maryfarrelldesign.com
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Mary is a Fife based jewellery designer and printmaker 
whose inspiration is drawn from both natural and industrial 
forms, combining the linear and abstract in pieces which 
play with form, pattern, and texture.

She’s drawn to miniature worlds - seed pods, petal forms, 
decaying flower heads, and tiny, usually unseen, organisms – 
and the way that patterns are repeated throughout nature 
on a small, and sometimes grand, scale. Her work reflects her 
habit of garden gathering - the collection and observation 
of the cycle of flower to seed - and beach walk finds, 
tidelines, and shoreline discoveries.

33  Mary Farrell Design            North Queensferry



Inga is a Printed Textile Designer based in North Queensferry, 
Fife. Using a Vintage colour palette, her design inspiration 
comes from pattern, colour, texture, nature, and the Arts & 
Crafts movement. She carves her unique designs from lino 
blocks and then using non-toxic Eco-Friendly inks, prints onto 
natural linen and cotton fabrics, some woven locally in Fife, 
which she then creates into her range of sustainable home 
textiles and accessories.

Inga is passionate about doing what she can to help protect 
the environment. Her creative process aims to be sustaina-
ble, minimising wastage, and using recycled or recyclable 
plastic-free packaging.

North Queensferry Community Centre,
132 Brock Street, North Queensferry, KY11 1JD

www.cushiedoo.co.uk     folksy.com/shops/CushieDoo

34  Cushie Doo Textiles           North Queensferry
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Karen Trotter is a mixed media artist based in North Queens-
ferry. Formerly an expedition sea kayaker, Karen creates 
paintings, etchings and 3d works which reflect her love of the 
sea, its creatures and the objects it throws ashore.

After exploring the world’s most dangerous seas, Karen and 
her kayak are safely moored at the edge of the Forth Estuary 
amid a haven of inspirational treasures. The subject matter 
includes puffins, fish, the iconic Forth Bridges and some 
extraordinary objects that she collects on daily walks around 
the Queensferry shores.

35  Karen Trotter           North Queensferry

North Queensferry Community Centre,
132 Brock Street, North Queensferry, KY11 1JD

karentrotter.wordpress.com
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Use this space to help
organise your open studio tour





POWER TO THE IMAGINATION

www.khc.scot                                                      07821 722193



Are you an artist, designer or maker living and working in Central Fife?

We are always open to applications from local artists. Taking part 
in Central Fife Open Studios is hard work but also great fun! As a 
participant you will benefit from being able to sell your work 
directly to the public, take commissions, demonstrate your practice, 
discuss your work and inspirations, sign visitors up to classes, make 
contacts with galleries and benefit from the opportunity to hear 
feedback from the public directly about your work.

We accept applications once a year with an application deadline 
at the end of March. Applications are reviewed by our committee 
in early April. For more information about how to apply, and full 
eligibility criteria, visit the ‘Join Us’ page - 
www.centralfifeopenstudios.org/join-us.html

Central Fife Open Studios is self-funded by participant fees and is 
managed by a hard-working team of volunteer committee members.

The aim of the event is to:
• raise public awareness of the breadth and depth of talent within
   and around the Central Fife area
• increase awareness of the variety of arts and crafts being practised
• provide a unique weekend for visitors
• give people the opportunity to engage with art/craft/design, the
   people who make it, in the spaces in which it is made while at the
   same time exploring and discovering this lovely part of Scotland
• expand and increase the audiences for the visual arts being
   practised around the area within the public and private sectors

CFOS brochure designed by Kinghorn Creative  •  khc.scot  •  07821 722193

     @centralfifeopenstudios
     @CFopenstudios
     @centralfifeopenstudios

KEEP IN TOUCH
www.centralfifeopenstudios.org
info@centralfifeopenstudios.org


